
POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORIES 

BIOLOGICAL THEORY: Treat the defect and protect society from the 
untreatable. Treatment to include drugs, psychosurgery, plastic surgery, genetic 
counseling, and eugenics for the untreatables. Protection to include experts as 
decision makers, individualized diagnosis, prediction, and indeterminate sentencing. 
Tendency to medicalize justice issues, and potential for misuse by government as 
form of social control.������ 

PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY: Prediction, prevention, and therapeutic 
intervention. Intervention therapies to include psychoanalysis, group therapy, 
counseling, family therapy, drug treatment, and reconditioning. Psychoanalysis 
involves correcting childhood problems. Counseling involves resocializing and 
uncovering new behavioral options. Drug treatment is recommended for those with 
certain traits. Cognitive therapy involves learning new ways to think. Tendency to 
do better with sexual and violent crimes, but ignores situational factors and has 
some untestable assumptions. 

DISORGANIZATION-ECOLOGICAL THEORY: Acculturation and assimilation 
along with community empowerment. Acculturation and assimilation to include 
helping immigrants and isolated subcultures feel like part of mainstream society. 
Sometimes requires moving people to new parts of town and urban renewal. 
Community empowerment to include strengthening grass-roots organizations, and 
integrating networks with wider political, social, and economic resources. Tendency 
to have social engineering and ethnocentric implications, and fails to explain 
insulation of some people from inner-city influences. 

ANOMIE-STRAIN THEORY: Social change and equal opportunity. Some 
rehabilitation emphasis through coping with stress programs. Social change involves 
reorganizing socioeconomic roles available in society; bringing salaries in line with 
contribution to society, so that professional athletes don't make more than teachers, 
for example, and eliminate greed, jealousy, and excessive economic aspiration. 
Equal opportunity to include focus on entitlements of legitimate options through 
better educational system, improved management practices in workplace, creation 
of fulfilling jobs, welfare floors, War on Poverty, Head Start programs, and better 
aptitude-career planning. Tendency to be too much of a full plate for practical use, 
but has had some success when implemented in piecemeal fashion. 

LEARNING THEORY: Rehabilitation through reeducation and resocialization. 
Segregate offenders and keep suggestible people away from bad influences. 
Resocialize through parental skills and peer evaluation training. Reeducate by 
replacing excuses and justifications for crime with reasons for following the law. 
Tendency to have better success at behavioral change, not cognitive change, but 
does not explain solitary offending nor middle-class deviation. 

CONTROL THEORY: Prevention and rehabilitation through increased bonding. 
Bonding to include inculcating a desire not to hurt parents, teachers, friends, 
employers, police, and religious figures, establishing trust relationships, developing 
prospects for the future, and believing in the basic institutions of society. Tendency 
to have highest level of success of all criminological theories, especially when 
combined with work-retraining schemes, but difficult to put into practice when 
dealing with diverse ethnic and social class differences. 



LABELING THEORY: Prevention through limiting social shaming reaction in 
others and replacing moral indignation with tolerance. Some rehabilitation 
emphasis in helping offenders be rehabilitated from the label. Prevention to include 
alternatives to prison programs involving diversion, client empowerment schemes, 
mediation and conciliation, victim-offender forgiveness ceremonies, restitution, and 
reparation. Tendency to have impractical policy implications, and doesn't explain 
explain serious offending well. 

RADICAL-CONFLICT THEORY: Social change and redistribution of wealth. 
Some rehabilitation emphasis in empowering employees to see exploitation inherent 
in capitalist system. Social change to include decriminalization of consensual crimes 
and drug offenses, dismantling of bourgeois therapies, institutions, and Police State. 
Redistribution of wealth through employee ownership of corporations. Eventual 
move toward strict equality and socialist or communist society. Tendency to be 
trivialized as Marxist ideology, and does not explain high crime rates in more 
socialist countries. 

FEMINIST THEORY: Social change and elimination of power. In general, seeks to 
replace gender-based power structures; i.e., patriarchy, with matriarchy, which 
focuses upon women's principles of care, nurturance, connectivity, community, and 
ethics. Elimination of power involves decentralized socialism providing equal access 
to the process of decision making. Tendency to ignore women as offender as well as 
unique qualities of persons of color, and retreats into diversity issue subsuming all 
differences as examples of women struggling to define themselves. 

MIDDLE-CLASS THEORY: No strong policy implications, but implies 
reorganization of youthful outlets for fun and play so that "harmless" activities are 
taken more seriously, or that economic affluence should be regulated in some way. 

INTEGRATED THEORY: No strong policy implications. It depends on which 
specific theories are integrated. Implications usually involve some aspect of each 
specific theory. 
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